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The Aegean Scripts proposal has a number of glyph changes being made, based on comments by Stephen Colvin, Dept. of Classics, Yale University. These affect glyphs for the following characters:

1. U+10009 LINEAR B SYMBOL B051 DU  
2. U+10014 LINEAR B SYMBOL B080 MA  
3. U+1000E LINEAR B SYMBOL B065 JU (grain)  
4. U+1013D AEGEAN LIQUID MEASURE FIRST SUBUNIT  
5. U+100D7 LINEAR B IDEOGRAPH B253  

An additional sign, U+100BF LINEAR B IDEOGRAPH B184, is being checked to verify the sign is broken. Michael Everson has received scanned versions of the corrected shapes and is making the changes.

The Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) proposals for additional Greek characters are currently being revised. Text samples are being included in the proposal. It is anticipated that they will be presented at the August UTC meeting.